
INTERVIEW

Interview: Louis A. Venerz

OP: Prof Brooks, what kind 0/
machine was the IBM 360?
Brooks: The 360 was not a
machine, it was a family of
machines. With the original
development in 1964 there
were seven machines. One was
developed in England, one in
Germany, five were developed
in different laboratories in the
USo The basic 360 concept
was thar all seven of these rna-
chines should be program-
compatible from a very small
model to a very large super-
computer model, all able to
execute the same software. We
developed softwate for these
machines, and through the
years there have been many
revisions and successor genera-
tions in the 360 family. Today·
the IBM mainframes and the
OS/MVS are still linear des-
cendants of the 360 family.
OP: Are you still developing
computers?
Brooks: No, I am not, I have
some colleagues in Chapel
HilI who are. In our laboratory
Prof. Henry Fuchs and John
Poulton have developed new
graphics machines.
OP: What is the meaning. 0/
Computer Architecture?
Brooks: It means the pro-
perties of the computer thar
determine what programs run
and what answers they get. It
is the logical appearance of the
computer as seen by the pro-
grammer, and so it's quite in-
dependent of the technology
out of which the machine is
made. It's the logical structure.
OP: Do single-chip microcom-
puters (32 bit or more) have a
chance in the development 0/
computer architectures?
Brooks: At any given stage in
the technology you can get a
certain number of transistors
on a chip. You can use multi-
ple chips to get many func-
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tions or you can use a single
chip and put a small amount
of memory and processor all
on one chip. For things such as
washing machines or elevator
control, these simple smaller
machines will be quite suffi-
cient. So mostly wider compu-
ters offer an economic advan-
tage. Yes, they have a chance.
OP: You say: «Von Neumann
was mostly right». Why «most-
ly»?
Brooks: The ideas that are
proposed in the original paper
by Burks, Goldstein and von
Neumann are to a surprising
degree the ones we still use to-
day.. After having explored
many alternatives we have co-
me back to a standard archi-
tecture, Many features are the
same of those of the original
1946 proposal. Now I say
«mostly» because machines to-
day have new ideas that have
come in the years since 1946.
But the ones that he had were,
with few exceptions, funda-
mentally right as far as they
went.
OP: Prof Zuse called this archi-
tecture a bottleneck. Do you
agree?
Brooks: The bottleneck arises
from the fact that one has a
memory and arithmetic units.
The bettleneck is rhe parh for
data flowing between the rne-
mory and the processing units.
In other words the memory
bandwidth is the bouleneck.
Memory bandwidth is the
fundamental parameter derer-
mining speed. The computer
architect's task is to take as
much advantage as one can of
the memory bandwidth.
OP: Or you don 't want to have
a bottleneck at all. Do we need
parallel computers?
Brooks: That is a way to go. If
one has many memo ries and
processors independently then
the bandwidth between the
rwo is much wider. Now the
question is how do you orga-
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nise those many processors to
solve one problem?
OP: And how tasks will be dis-
tributed, do you have a solution

Jor this problem?
Brooks: Weil, there are many
different kinds of solutions de-
pending upon the applica-
tions. Bur I don't have any
special new solurion for that
problem.
OP: What is a supervisory pro-
gram?
Brooks: In the second genera-
tion, the first transistor com-
puters also induded the im-
portant concepts of program
interruption so that a supervi-
sory program can take control
form a run-away problem pro-
gram, memory protection so
that the supervisor program
can protect irself from a run-
away problem program, a time
dock so that one can stop
loops. The supervisory pro-
gram keeps control of the 1/0
devices. These are the facilities
that were invented at that time
to control machines instead of
a human operator.
OP: Why do you say that today
the emphasis is too much on
CASE tools?
Brooks: I think the hardest
parts of the software problem
are the designing of the con-
ceptual structures of the pro-
grams themselves rather then
expressing them in machine
languages. And so more and
more work on rhe tools that
aid expression will not make as
much difference as more and
more techniques for inherent-
ly better design will make.
OP: You say that good program-
mers are much, much better
than average programmers and
that we have to look Jor them.
But how do you judge them:
who says, «This is a good pro-
grammer?»
Brooks: To the first question:
I rhink Jesus gave the answer
for that a long time ago. He
said «By their fruit you shall
know thern», You can tell by
the OutpULNow, as to proper
training, I think in a curricu-
lum it is very important to
provide rhe fundamentals in
mathematics, in physics, in
computer seience, data struc-
tures, algorithms, representa-
tion. Then I think most of the
development of the great pro-
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grammer has to be done in the
industry where it's a question
of career planning and mento-
ring just as it is for developing
managers in industry. Some
careful attention to rotation of
assignments, to breadth of ex-
perience, and to career deve-
lopment, has to be given to the
very best technical people.
Most companies are very
careful about management
development; most companies
are not very careful about
development of their technical
power.
OP: You revisited the book «The
Mythical Man-Montb» after
15years. What are tbe resufts?
Brooks: I think time has
shown most of the basic con-
cepts in the Mythical Man-
Montb to be valid. Some im-
portant things have changed,
however. Now we know about
building software by incre-
mental methods, building a

very small but usable version,
and getting it into the field to
get user feedback. This is a
concept that I didn't know at
the time I wrote that book.
That is the most important
thing that has changed com-
pletely. Also there are now a
lot more data on how to make
software.
OP: How for is the research in
your molecular graphics?
Brooks: In the years since I ha-
ve been in Chapel Hili my
principal research area has
been developing color three-
dimensional graphics tools for
examining molecular structu-
res. Now the inter-atornic dis-
tance in a moleeule is about
one 5000th the wave length of
light. One couldn't begin to
see a molecule. But by making
rnathernatical models of the
molecules and then showing
these with computer graphics,
one becomes very familiar
with the structures. It is as if
you would see what in fact
cannot be seen. In one of my
lectures I talked about diffe-
rent aspects of the molecular
graphics research program.
The exciting thing today is
that one can move, for exam-
pie a protein.while doing real-
time computation of the for-
ces between the atorns so that
it distorts in the proper fash-
ion. That's something we
haven't been able to do before
because we haven't had the
computer speed.
OP: Do we see the reaction be-
tween the atoms Hand O?
Brooks: No, one cannot do
those computations in real ti-
me yet. The bond formation
has to be done at the quantum
chemistry level and the quan-
tum chemistry calculations
still require supercomputers.
Even they are not up to real
time speed now.
OP: Is this also useful Jor
teaching?
Brooks: Yes, we can see i.e. a
moleeule docking where the
principal forces are van der
Waal's forces and hydrogen
bonding. But typically we can-
not in real time modelling ma-
ke or break covalent bonds.
OP: Is the research in virtual
worlds systems similar to modu-
lar graphics?
Brooks: Yes,what we try to do
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in real time three-dimensional
graphics research is through
the use of a head mounted
display very fast image gener-
ation, and a mechanism for
tracking the position and
orientation of the head to ma-
ke it possible to create an ima-
ginary world. The user can
move around and see and hear
things that are at the wrong
scale such as molecules or solar
systems, things from different
times, or things from distant
places. This has been used by
the NASA people for allowing
an astronaut inside the shuttle
to see and feel what an instru-
ment is doing as it works on a
satellite outside the shuttle. So
it can be used for teleopera-
tion.
OP: Is this useful Jor the SD1
project?
Brooks: No one has gotten
anywhere near that far in the
SDI project. . .
OP: Is the atomic kernel fusion
influencing computer seience or
tbe reuerse?
Brooks: Oh, certainly the re-
verse. Without the supercom-
puter calculations one cannot
begin to design fusion con-
tainment vessels. The magne-
tohydrodynamics involved are
just incredible. Without com-
puters it would be impossible
to think of doing it in fusion.
Now I think fusion has no
special implication for compu-
ters except as providing ano-
ther application.
OP: What kind 0/ architecture
will be in the next century? Will
there be another revolution 0/
computers?
Brooks: There will surely be
another revolution of other
computers. I can't tell you
what it will be. I think the
advances in architecture will
principally be made in the way
of paralleling computers. The
individual processor will look
much the same architecturally
regardless of the technology.
But the way in which they are
put together - in communi-
cation paths, message passing,
memory sharing, in synchro-
nisation - those will be in-
vented.
OP: Do neuronal networks have
any chance?
Brooks: Notice that the field
of research people call neuro-
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nal nerworks, is a very loose
approximation to what goes
on in the brain. It's a highly
abstracted mathematical mo-
del. It has the disadvantage
that the computational labor
expands combinatorially in
the number of neurons if you
are not very careful. And
this combinatorial expansion
means that we can model on
the fastest computers only
very simple neuron systems.
That kind of research is im-
portant as a way of under-.
standing the way systems can
be organised, but I think the
practical applications will be
not the next computer revo-
lution,
OP: What you think about
optical computers?
Brooks: Ir's a very difficult
technology. I think first we
will see optical transducers
used for getting information
off and on silicon chips rather
than used for doing any
computation proper. Optical
memories are fundamentally
delay memories. Their logical
behaviour is very much the
same as old acoustic delay
memories or magnetic drums.
And people know how to ma-
ke rhern. But making large
economical optical memories
is difficult.

OP: What do you think about
biochips?
Brooks: I don't know very
much about biochips. I think
the biological mechanisms for
information processing are
characterised by being a slow
technology, very slow compar-
ed to silicon technology, but
self-growing and self-repair-
ing. That makes it possible to
have millions of elements in a
little space. So I am always
amazed and marvel at the
capabilities of the human
brain. We will not in our life-
time see computing machines
that begin to have the capabili-
ties that the human brain has.
OP: Do you think that we have
in the next ten years computers
to which we can speak like to
human beings?
Brooks: Ten is a long time!
Notice that the problem is rhat
in normal human speech we
don't have to be as precise as
we have to be in talking with
computers. Even if the com-
puter recognised and did ex-
actly what I told ir, I might
be telling it the wrong thing.
Because in human conver-
sation what is to be done is in
fact refined before we tell the
person to go do it. We say,
<<1would like for you to do so
and so.» «What do you mean?»
This is back and forth. We will
have to learn to speak more
precisely. Just recognition
wori't solve the problem.
OP: Why did you become tea-
eher?
Brooks: Well I am a follower
of Jesus Christ. One of the
things Christians do is to try
to understand what their life
should be from His point of
view. And in 1964 when this
possibility arose, it became
clear that I should make this
change.
OP: What topics are you teach-
ing at Chapel Hili?
Brooks: WeH I have taught
almost everyrhing in the com-
puter science curriculum. The
things I teach principally
today are computer architec-
ture, computer graphics, and
professional communications-
speaking and writing for com-
puter scientists. I am also a
teacher from time to time for
the software engineering labor-
atory.

OP: How would you summarise
your life?
Brooks: Well· it has been my
privilege to live through five
computer revolutions. It never
gets dull and it is always excit-
ing both to see rhe new rapid
advance of the technology and
the spread of applications.
And then working with stu-
dents is always enjoyable. At
the university people, not ma-
chines or papers, are the most
important products.
OP: What message will you give
to young people, students?
Brooks: The first message
would be that computers are
fun. The second message
would be they are not ultima-
tely important; it is people
that are ultimately important,
not the toys we build or the
things we do with thern. Jesus
said: «Wh at does it profit a
man if he gains the whole
world and loses his own soul?»
And what does it profit a man
if he builds machines as big as
the Tower of Babel, which can
do all kinds of marvellous
computations, if in his own
soul he becomes a small, dying
person. It's much more irnpor-
tant to become a real person
and to go on living. It is peo-
ple who live forever and not
our organisations or our
works.
OP: And to scientists?
Brooks: First, the scientist is
always under special tempta-
tion to not be very careful with
the truth. So it is important
that the seieneist is very careful
with the truth. That is, a pro-
fessional obligation. Second,
scientists, like engineers and
·other technicians, are some-
times so absorbed in the seien-
ces that the other aspects of
life are lost. It's important to
keep one's total human per-
spective, to look at whole
spectrum of life including the
inner life, and the spiritual
life.
OP: Prof Brooks, 1thank you
very much Jor coming to this in-
terview. It's not very easy to ask
the right questions to such a

famous hardware and software
pioneer. But 1 think further
questions certainly will be
answered in your interesting,
edifYing books and articles.
Thanks again. ~
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